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Abstract
The SOS formats that ensure that bisimilarity is a congruence fail in the presence of structural
axioms on states. Dynamic bisimulation, introduced to characterize the coarsest congruence for CCS
which is also aweak bisimulation, reconciles the ‘bisimilarity is a congruence’ propertywith structural
axioms and also with the speciﬁcation of open ended systems, where states can be reconﬁgured at
runtime. We show that the compositional framework offered by tile logic handles structural axioms
and speciﬁcations of reconﬁgurable systems successfully. This allows for a ﬁnitary presentation
of dynamic context closure, as internalized in the tile language. The case study of the -calculus
illustrates the main features of our approach. Moreover, duality is exploited to model a second kind
of reconﬁguration: dynamic specialization.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a general approach to provide compositional abstract semantics to:
(i) systems equipped with structural axioms and reduction semantics, e.g. in the style of
rewriting logic [30] (RL) or of the chemical abstract machine [3] (CHAM); and to (ii) open
ended systems, i.e., general purpose systems that can be reconﬁgured and specialized at
runtime. To this aim, we focus on tile logic as a convenient semantic framework where
closed and open systems can be dealt with uniformly, where congruence proofs can be
carried out as graphical tile pasting, and where duality can be exploited to move from
dynamic contextualization to dynamic specialization.
1.1. Bisimilarity congruences
Operational semantics are often expressed via labeled transition systems (LTSs) whose
states are terms over a suitable algebra [37]. The LTS approach yields a compositional
abstract semantics via bisimulation, provided that labels faithfully model the possible in-
teractions between components. Compositionality is a fundamental property which allows
one to study behavior and properties of any component in isolation from the whole system.
This, together with the need to reason on components up to equivalence, led to the notion
of bisimulation congruences, where any component can be replaced by an equivalent one
without affecting the overall system. In turn, this led to the discovery of LTS formats which
guarantee that bisimilarity is a congruence [4,19,25]. Yet, in many interesting cases these
formats are not applicable, because they cannot handle structural axioms on states, like
associativity, commutativity and unity of parallel composition and even more complex ax-
ioms employed e.g. in the Join calculus [22] and in the ambient calculus [13] (mobility and
hiding of ambient names). Further examples of complex structural congruences are given
by systems modeled using UML graphs, which must be taken up to suitable isomorphisms
and therefore require the LTS to be deﬁned on suitable equivalence classes of typed graphs.
Similarly, the -calculus [34] and, more generally, name passing calculi cannot be dealt
with the SOS formats referenced above, because of name substitutions. The latter can be
accounted for in at least three ways: (i) by taking name substitution as ametalevel operation;
(ii) by extending the language with substitution constructs, and then axiomatizing them;
and (iii) introducing explicit substitutions and reduction rules for normalization. Options (i)
and (ii) rely on features external to the theory of SOS formats. Analogously, the reduction
rules for name substitution in (iii) become part of the operational semantics, but cannot
adhere to any of the known ‘good’ formats.
1.2. Contextual closure
In the presence of structural axioms or rules that cannot be recasted in existing formats,
bisimilarity may not be a congruence. To obtain a compositional framework, we then need
a different notion of equivalence. As the problem can be due to the presence of reduction
redexes split between agent and environment, to characterize the behavior of a component
as a stand alone entity, we need to inspect all its interactions with suitable environments, in
the style of testing semantics [18].
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Fig. 1. A generic TL sequent  (whence the name ‘tile’).
Dynamic bisimilarity performs context closure during the bisimulation ‘game’, so as to
capture the coarsest equivalence among those bisimulations that are also congruences. The
basic idea is to allow, at any bisimulation step, not only the execution of an action, but also the
embedding of the states under comparison within the same, but otherwise arbitrary, context.
Such embedding has a natural interpretation in terms of dynamic reconﬁguration, and hence
can ﬁnd application to the modeling of open ended systems. Think for instance of web
applications, where themobile code cannot know in advance underwhich browser, plugin or
environment itwill be executed, or towhich libraries itwill be linked to. The characterization
of dynamic bisimilarity as ‘the coarsest bisimulation congruence’ is particularly relevant:
it means that two states are equated if and only if they exhibit the same behavior under
any possible reconﬁguration of the environment. Observe that dynamic bisimilarity can be
obtained by taking contexts as labels and enriching the LTS with all transitions p C[_]−→ C[p]
for all states p and for all unary contexts C[_]. This, however, would have the ﬂavor of a
‘meta’ construction.
1.3. Tile logic
In this paper,we recast dynamic bisimulation in the tilemodel, where it can be internalized
in the language and modeled conveniently via a set of special tiles (such set is ﬁnite, if the
state signature is ﬁnite).
The tile model [23] relies on rewrite rules with side effects, called basic tiles, which
are reminiscent of SOS rules and context systems [26], collecting ideas from structured
transition systems [17] and rewriting logic [30] (RL). As for RL, the tile model admits
a logical presentation, called tile logic (TL), where tiles are seen as sequents subject to
inference rules. TL extends RL by handling rewrites with side effects and synchronization.
The recent generalization of RLwith frozen arguments [6] for limiting context-free rewrites
has been in part motivated and inspired by TL and SOS.
A TL sequent  has the graphical representation in Fig. 1, also written  : s a−→
b
t , stating
that the initial conﬁguration s can evolve to the ﬁnal conﬁguration t via , producing the
effect b, which can be observed by the environment; but the step is allowed only if the
‘arguments’ of s can contribute by producing a, which acts as the trigger of . Triggers
and effects are called observations; tile vertices are called interfaces. Conﬁgurations and
observations are represented by arrows to show that they can be composed via their inter-
faces. (A context C[_] is an arrow with one input point and one output point: the input
corresponds to the argument hole, and the output is the attach point for embedding C inside
other contexts.)
TL is designed for systems that are compositional in space (coordination of components)
and in time: Tiles can be composed horizontally, in parallel, and vertically to generate
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Fig. 2. Horizontal, parallel and vertical tile compositions.
larger steps (see Fig. 2). Horizontal composition ( · ) coordinates the evolution of the
initial conﬁguration of  with the evolution of the environment (the initial conﬁguration of
) yielding the ‘synchronization’ of the two rewrites. The monoidal parallel composition
(⊗ ) builds concurrent steps. Vertical composition ( ∗ ) is sequential composition of
computations. Given a set of basic tiles, the associated TL is obtained by adding some
canonical ‘auxiliary’ tiles and then closing by all kinds of composition. The exact set of
auxiliary tiles depend on the TL format under consideration.
Several TL formats have been deﬁned where (closed) conﬁgurations are taken in the
term algebra generated by a signature [10]: we shall focus on the monoidal tile format [31]
and the term tile format [7]. By taking 〈trigger, effect〉 pairs as labels, the obvious notion
of tile bisimilarity arises, which deals uniformly with both ground and open terms, in the
style of [26,38]. Here, we show that dynamic bisimilarity can always be recovered in the
TL formats above by extending the observation signature with an operator f˜ for each f in
the conﬁguration signature, and by adding the auxiliary tile in Fig. 3(a) where id denotes
identity in the appropriate category. Such a tile can then be applied to any (composable)
conﬁguration, embedding it in the context f and producing the effect f˜ . As we shall see, the
congruence proof for bisimilarity in the enriched system can be carried out as an abstract
tile pasting, also when structural axioms are present. Moreover, such bisimilarity coincides
with the dynamic bisimilarity on the original system.
1.4. Calculi with name passing and mobility
Deﬁning abstract semantics via dynamic reconﬁguration is especially convenient for
name passing calculi, where the required universal quantiﬁcation over name substitutions
can be enforced by contexts. Moreover, structural axioms (e.g., -conversion) are often
needed in the operational semantics of such calculi. Hence, the usual formats can hardly be
used for ensuring congruence results, while at the same time dynamic bisimilarity offers
a theoretically sound solution, being the best congruence among bisimulations. For these
reasons, we have taken the -calculus, the most renowned name passing calculi, as a bench-
mark for our approach; this is worked out in full detail in Section 6. The fact that dynamic
bisimilarity coincides on  with the well-studied open bisimilarity [39] adds interest to the
case study. It is worth remarking that our approach, by exploiting context observations,
provides the best congruence compatible with bisimulation also for systems equipped only
with an operational reduction semantics and some notion of successful termination like
‘omega’ actions or barbs.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Tiles for dynamic contextualization (a) and instantiation (b).
1.5. Instantiation closure
Dual to the problem of contextualization, is that of instantiation of partially speciﬁed
processes, i.e. processes with free process variables or, equivalently, process contexts with
holes. In this case, bisimilarity should be a congruence w.r.t. all possible instantiations of
the arguments, i.e. assuming the ordinary deﬁnition of bisimilarity over ‘closed’ processes,
two contexts C[_] and D[_] are equivalent if and only if C[p] and D[p] are equivalent for
any closed process p ﬁlling the hole.
Since tiles handle contextualization and instantiation uniformly (as arrow composition
in the category of conﬁgurations), it is possible to exploit duality for straightforwardly
reusing constructions and proofs. More precisely, dynamic reﬁnement of conﬁgurations
can be modeled via tiles that instantiate the arguments in their input interfaces, i.e. tiles
of the form in Fig. 3(b). Technical details and examples are in Section 7. At this point it
is worth noting just that instantiation is contravariant w.r.t. composition in the category of
conﬁgurations, e.g., for ﬁlling the hole of the context C[_] with a composite process like
D[p] (that can be written as p;D[_]), we should proceed by ﬁrst inserting D[_] (getting
the context C[D[_]]) and then p, and not vice versa. Thus the direction of vertical arrows
should be reversed to match with conﬁgurations’ interfaces, i.e., we take observations in
the opposite category of the one used for contextualization, whence the notation f˜ op.
1.6. Pros and cons
The approach presented here is not meant to replace the well consolidated theory of rule
formats: we recommend to exploit SOS formats whenever possible to be guaranteed that
bisimilarity is a congruence and that bisimilarity can be conveniently veriﬁed. However,
it can be the case that the operational semantics can be straightforwardly (or more easily)
deﬁned by exploiting structural congruences and rules that are not in good format. It can
also be the case that the intuitive semantics is not a congruence w.r.t. certain operators, so
that it cannot be recasted in any good format. Then, dynamic bisimilarity is the obvious
candidate: it is the coarsest congruence that is also a bisimulation. Moreover, dynamic
bisimilarity is the natural semantics for open ended systems, where context closure has
a natural interpretation in terms of dynamic reconﬁguration and thus it is intrinsic to the
application ﬁeld. Note also that if bisimilarity is already a congruence, then it coincides
with dynamic bisimilarity.
The tile approach allows to deal with all the above issues in a uniform way: tile formats
are available and dynamic tile bisimilarity is dealt with by adding few suitable tiles that are
independent from the speciﬁc operational rules of the calculus under consideration. A gen-
eral decomposition property can be used to prove congruence results. Duality considerations
allow for easy reuse of constructions and proofs.
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We cannot argue that alternative characterizations for dynamic bisimilarity will always be
found that involve less quantiﬁcation over contexts (as in the case study of the -calculus)
and thus reduce the complexity of equivalence checks. Still, dynamic bisimilarity is the
compositional semantics one should be interested in and that should be compared with
other ad hoc congruences. If in certain cases some alternative characterizations can be
found, e.g., by means of universal contexts or relative pushouts, then they can be exploited
to ease equivalence proofs.
1.7. Structure of the paper
In Section 2 we ﬁx the notation, recall the principle of several well-known SOS formats,
andmotivate dynamic bisimulation. In Section 3we deﬁne formally the tile formats we shall
focus on. Section 4 introduces algebraic properties and syntactical constraints on basic tiles
that guarantee that ‘bisimilarity is a congruence’. Section 5 presents our main results: the
internalization of dynamic bisimulation in monoidal and term TL. Section 6 shows the ap-
plication of our framework to the -calculus as an interesting case study; Section 7 contains
the dualization of our approach to handle dynamic instantiation, which takes advantage of
representing tile conﬁgurations and observations as arrows of suitable categories. Related
work on bisimilarity congruences and dynamic reconﬁguration is discussed in Section 8.
This paper is the full version of [12], which is here extended in several ways. In par-
ticular, more detailed examples and proofs are provided, Proposition 4.3 (that extends the
congruence results to the parallel composition of ground terms) is new, Section 4.1 and
Proposition 5.6 have been added to handle structural axioms on conﬁgurations, Section 6
analyzes the case study of the -calculus and the relationship with open bisimilarity, and
the Section 7 presents an original dualization of our approach.
It is worth noting that the case study of -calculus exploits the extended version of our
results and could not be illustrated in the context of [12], as -agents are equipped with
structural axioms and axioms for name substitutions. The model in Section 6 differs from
previous tile approaches to -calculus, because: (1) the papers [21] and [24] focus on asyn-
chronous -calculus and exploit graph-like structures for conﬁgurations and observations
to study causality and concurrency; (2) the work [9] deals with the early semantics and uses
a higher order version of tiles which allows for name abstraction and automatically handles
name passing and creation; (3) this paper employs a ﬁrst-order signature and focuses on
open bisimilarity.
2. From bisimilarity to dynamic bisimilarity
2.1. LTS
A labeled transition system (LTS) is a triple L = (S,,→), where S is a set of states,
 is a set of labels, and → ⊆ S ×  × S is a ternary relation. We let s, t, s′, t ′ . . . range
over S and a, b, c, . . . range over . For 〈s, a, s′〉 ∈ → we use the notation s a−→ s′.
The notion of bisimulation dates back to the pioneering work of Park and Milner [32,36]
on process algebras and provides the standard framework to express behavioral equiva-
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lences. For L = (S,,→) a LTS, a bisimulation on L is a symmetric, reﬂexive relation
∼⊆ S× S such that if s∼t , then for any transition s a−→ s′ there exists a transition t a−→ t ′
with s′∼t ′. We denote by  the largest bisimulation and call it bisimilarity, i.e. two states
s and t are bisimilar, written st , whenever a bisimulation ∼ exists with s∼t .
2.2. Notation
Although our results can be extended smoothly to many-sorted signatures, for simplicity
we consider LTSs over one-sorted signatures , i.e. sets of operators together with arity
functions ar:→ N assigning to each f ∈  the number of its arguments. The subset of
 consisting of all operators with arity n is denoted by n, e.g. 0 is the set of constants.
We denote by T(X) the term algebra over  and variables in X (with X ∩  = ∅). We
use T for T(∅), the term algebra over . For t ∈ T(X), the set of variables in t is
written var(t). Term t is said closed or also ground if var(t) = ∅. A term is linear if each
variable occurs at most once in it. A substitution is a mapping :X → T(Y ) (we assume
that X and Y are ﬁnite). The substitution  mapping xi to ti for i ∈ [1, n] is denoted by
 = [t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn]. Substitutions are extended to mappings from terms to terms as
usual: (t) is obtained by simultaneously replacing all occurrences in t of x ∈ X by (x).
Substitution ′ can be applied elementwise to  yielding ;′ = ′([t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn]) =
[′(t1)/x1, . . . ,′(tn)/xn].
A context C[x1, . . . , xn] denotes a term in which at most the distinct variables x1, . . . , xn
appear. The term C[t1, . . . , tn] is then obtained by applying the substitution [t1/x1, . . . ,
tn/xn] to C[x1, . . . , xn]. A context can thus be regarded as a function from n terms to
1. Note that xi might not appear in C (in this case we say that xi is discarded). When the
standard naming x1, . . . , xn of the arguments is assumed, then it is sufﬁcient to specify their
number n. Moreover, to simplify the notation, if neither the arguments, nor their number
is speciﬁed in the expression C, we assume that the greatest subscript n of the x’s in C
gives the number of arguments. The variable x1 in unary contexts is often represented by
the symbol ‘_’. A context C[x1, . . . , xn] is linear if each variable xi for i ∈ [1, n] appears
exactly once in C.
For example, the non-linear context x2[x1, x2, x3] is a function from three arguments to
one, which returns the second argument; for f ∈ 2, the linear context f (x2, x1)[x1, x2]
represents a function from two arguments to one, which is deﬁned by applying the binary
operator f to the second and ﬁrst arguments; the expression f (f (x4, x2), f (x4, x5)) is an
abbreviation for f (f (x4, x2), f (x4, x5))[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5]. The context f (_, f (_, _)) is a
non-linear unary context; it can be equivalently written f (x1, f (x1, x1)).
2.3. SOS
LTSs over T and labels in  can be conveniently speciﬁed as collections of induc-
tive (transition) proof rules. A transition rule  has the general form in Fig. 4, where the
si, ti , s, t ∈ T(X) and the ai, a ∈ . The si ai−→ ti are called premises, and s a−→ t is the
conclusion of . The rule  is closed if si, ti , s, t ∈ T. A transition system speciﬁcation
(TSS) is a set of transition rules. A proof of a closed transition s a−→ t is a well-founded,
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Fig. 4. A transition rule .
Fig. 5. A TSS whose ﬁrst rule (sync) violates ‘good’ SOS formats.
upwardly branching tree whose nodes are labeled by closed transitions, the root is labeled
by s a−→ t and, lettingHr be the set of labels for nodes above a node r with label sr ar−→ tr ,
then Hr/(sr
ar−→ tr ) is a closed instance of a rule in the TSS. The LTS associated with a
TSS is the set of provable closed transitions.
We recall some TSS formats that guarantee that bisimilarity on the associated LTS is a
congruence. A rule is in De Simone format [19] if it has premises of the form {xi ai−→ yi |
i ∈ I } and conclusion f (x1, . . . , xn) a−→ t , where I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, a, ai ∈  for i ∈ I ,
f ∈ n, and the variables xj and yi for j ∈ [1, n] and i ∈ I are all distinct and form the
set V . Moreover, t ∈ T(V ) does not contain xi for i ∈ I and is linear. The positive GSOS
format [4] extends De Simone rules in several ways: (1) multiple testings of the same xi
are allowed in the premises; (2) tested arguments can appear in t ; (3) the term t can be non-
linear. The tyft format [25] further generalizes the GSOS, by allowing premises of the
form ti
ai−→ yi . The conclusion source of a rule in any of the above format must consist of a
single function symbol, a crucial fact in proving that bisimilarity is a congruence: allowing
conclusions of the form C[x1, . . . , xn] a−→ t could compromise the congruence property.
Example 2.1. Consider the process algebra generated by the grammar
P::=nil | a.P | a¯.P | P | P
(where a ranges over a set of channels A, with A¯ = {a¯ | a ∈ A} and A ∩ A¯ = ∅), where
nil is the inactive agent, a._ and a¯._ are two (complementary) unary action preﬁxes and
_ | _ is the binary parallel composition operator. Let us take the TSS in Fig. 5, consisting
of the axiom sync (for  ∈ A ∪ A¯, assuming ¯¯ = ) plus the usual asynchronous rules
propagating  through _ | _. It is obvious that a.nil  a¯.nilnil (they are all deadlock
processes). However, when put in the context x1 | a¯.nil, then a.nil | a¯.nil −→ nil | nil,
while a¯.nil | a¯.nil cannot move. Hence, a.nil | a¯.nil  a¯.nil | a¯.nil, and bisimilarity is
not a congruence. Example 5.1 and more speciﬁcally Section 6 show analogous congruence
problems for calculi equipped with structural axioms.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between bisimilarity and other derivable congruences.
2.4. Dynamic bisimulation
To enforce compositionality, one might take the congruence c deﬁned as the least
congruence including bisimilarity . However, c is a bisimulation iff  is already a
congruence. Similarly, the coarsest congruence C included in the bisimilarity  (deﬁned
by letting p C q iff C[p]  C[q] for any C[_]) is not necessarily a bisimulation.
Taking a congruence that is not a bisimulation means renouncing to the extensional-
ity ﬂavor of observations. It is preferable, instead, to take a congruence which is also a
bisimulation, so that terms that exhibit different behaviors will not be identiﬁed. For this
purpose, dynamic bisimilarity, has been introduced in [35] in the study of CCS. It captures
the coarsest equivalence among weak bisimulations that are also congruences, and it is
axiomatized by the axioms of strong observational equivalence plus two of Milner’s three
-laws. More generally, it can be used to model run-time reconﬁguration of open ended
systems. The general scheme relating bisimilarity and the congruences discussed above is
in Fig. 6 (arrows model inclusions).
Deﬁnition 2.1. Given a LTS L = (T,,→), a dynamic bisimulation is a symmetric,
reﬂexive relation ∼d ⊆ T × T such that if s ∼d t then for any unary context C[_] and
transition C[s] a−→ s′, a transition C[t] a−→ t ′ exists with s′ ∼d t ′. Two states s and t are
dynamic bisimilar, written s d t , if a dynamic bisimulation ∼d exists such that s ∼d t .
For example, in the process algebra of Example 2.1, we have a.nil d a¯.nil. In fact,
for C[_] = _ | a¯.nil, we have C[a.nil] −→ nil | nil, while C[a¯.nil] cannot make any 
move.
Note that reconﬁgurations that put a process in some context are not ‘observed’: these
experiments are part of the bisimulation game but are not explicit in the LTS. Even if not
remarked in [35], dynamic bisimulation can be equivalently recasted in ordinary bisimu-
lation via an inﬁnitary construction on the LTS, which is expressed at the metalevel of the
TSS.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Given a LTS L = (T,,→), we let its dynamic extension L̂ be the LTS
(T, ∪ T(_),→ ∪), where 〈s, C[_], C[s]〉 ∈  for all s ∈ T and unary contexts
C[_].
It can be easily proved that s d t in L if and only if s  t in L̂.
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3. Tile formats
The main prerequisite for expressing the operational semantics of concurrent systems via
tiles is that system conﬁgurations form amonoidal categoryH, such that a suitablemonoidal
category V of observations can be selected with the same set of underlying objects. In fact,
tiles exploit this property to establish the correspondence between the description of states
(horizontal dimension) and their evolution (vertical dimension) in all basic steps that can
be performed.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A tile system is a tuple R = (H,V, N,R) where H and V are monoidal
categories with the same set of objects OH = OV (also called interfaces), N is the set
of rule names and R:N → H × V × V × H is a function such that for all  ∈ N , if
R() = 〈s, a, b, t〉, then the arrows s, a, b, t can form a tile like in Fig. 1.
We focus on tile systems where H and V are categories of substitutions, as discussed
below. Such tile systems are usually presented as tuples R = (,, N,R), for  and 
the signature of conﬁgurations and of observations, resp. (labels become unary operators).
Notation. Substitutions and their composition _; _ form a cartesian category Subs, with
linear substitutions forming a monoidal subcategory. An alternative presentation of Subs
is obtained by resorting to Lawvere’s algebraic theories [27]. The result is a cartesian
category Th[] whose objects are ‘underlined’ natural numbers; whose arrows from m to
n are in a one-to-one correspondence with n-tuples of terms of the free -algebra over m
variables; and whose arrow composition is term substitution. (A ﬁnite set X corresponds
to |X|, and a substitution :X → T(Y ) is an arrow : |Y | → |X|.) In particular, Th[]
is equivalent to Subs, and the arrows from 0 to 1 are in bijective correspondence with the
closed terms over . We assume the standard naming x1, . . . , xm of the m input variables.
For example, f ∈ 2 deﬁnes an arrow f (x1, x2): 2 → 1 in Th[]. When composing
s:m → k and t : k → n, the result s; t is obtained by replacing each occurrence of xi in t
by the ith term of the tuple s, for i ∈ [1, k]. The identity arrow 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 for the object n
(with brackets denoting term tupling) is written idn. The empty substitution 〈〉 = id0 is the
unique arrow from 0 to 0. (Symmetric) Monoidal theoriesM[] are to algebraic theories as
linear substitutions are to generic ones, e.g. in monoidal theories variables can be neither
duplicated (as in f (x1, x1)) nor discarded. Though terms are annotated with input variables,
when no confusion can arise, we avoid such annotations, and also the use of angle brackets.
For : s a−→
b
t , we say that s, a, b, t form the border of . The categoryH is called hori-
zontal and its arrows conﬁgurations, while V is called vertical and its arrows observations.
Starting from basic tiles, more complex tiles can be constructed via horizontal, vertical and
parallel composition. Moreover, the horizontal and vertical identities are always added to
the system and composed with the basic tiles (vertical identities model idle components,
while horizontal identities serve for propagation of effect through identity substitutions).
All this is deﬁned in Fig. 7, where we abuse the notation by writing e.g. x instead of idx .
Depending on the chosen tile format,H and V must satisfy certain constraints and suitable
auxiliary tiles are added and composed with basic tiles and identities. The set of resulting
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Fig. 7. Inference rules for (ﬂat) tile logic.
tiles (ﬂat sequents) deﬁne the ﬂat tile logic associated withR. We say that any ﬂat sequent
s
a−→
b
t is entailed by the logic, writtenR  s a−→
b
t . Note that we are only concerned with
the existence of a tile with a certain border, as opposed to the theory of decorated sequents,
based on rule names and derivation proofs.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let R = (H,V, N,R) be a tile system. A symmetric relation ∼t on con-
ﬁgurations is called tile bisimulation if whenever s ∼t t and R  s a−→
b
s′, then t ′ exists
such that R  t a−→
b
t ′ and s′ ∼t t ′. The maximal tile bisimulation is denoted by t , and
two conﬁgurations s and t are tile bisimilar if s t t .
The tile format originally proposed in [23] is the so-called algebraic tile format, which
recollects the perspective of TSSs: conﬁgurations are terms over; observations are arrows
of the free monoidal category over ; and auxiliary tiles lift the cartesian structure of H
to the horizontal composition of tiles. The algebraic tile format is not uniform in the two
dimensions, because H is cartesian, while V is monoidal. Since our idea is to observe
conﬁgurations, we must either (1) rely on a monoidal category H (instead of a cartesian
category) and use the monoidal tile format [31], where only linear contexts are allowed, or
(2) consider the term tile format [7], where also V is cartesian. Note that monoidal theories
can express all closed terms, even though term tiles are more expressive (e.g., they allow
for encoding CCS replication [7]).
In the monoidal tile format, tiles have the form of tile  in Fig. 8 where ai, a are either
labels or identities and s, t ∈ T({x1, . . . , xn}) are linear. No auxiliary tile is added. In-
terfaces represent ordered sequences of variables; hence a standard naming x1, . . . , xn of
the variables can be assumed for all interfaces. Intuitively, basic tiles in the monoidal tile
format corresponds to SOS rules like  in Fig. 8, where I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, S and T are linear
contexts (corresponding to s and t in the tile), and all the yi and xi are different if i ∈ I ,
but yi = xi otherwise. The correspondence follows sinceR  s
id0−→
a
t if and only if the LTS
associated with the SOS speciﬁcation includes the transition s a−→ t .
In the term tile format, basic tiles have the form of 	 in Fig. 8, with s ∈ T(Xn)m,
t ∈ T(Xk), v ∈ T(Xn)k , and u ∈ T(Xm), where the Xi = {x1, . . . , xi} are ﬁxed sets
of variables. We present these tiles as sequents n s v u t , where the initial input interface
is explicit. Again, a standard naming of variables is assumed. For example, if xi appears in
u, then the effect u depends on the ith component si of the initial conﬁguration. Hence, the
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Fig. 8. Tile formats vs. SOS rules.
same variable xi denotes the ith element of different interfaceswhen used in different arrows
of the border (only the occurrences of xi in s and in v denote the same element). Auxiliary
term tiles consist of all tiles n s v u t with s, t, u, v ∈ T∅ ⊆ T(X) ∩ T(X) and
s; u = v; t , i.e., all tiles performing consistent bidimensional transformations of interfaces.
A typical auxiliary term tile is 1 x1 x1 x1,x1 x1, x1 , which duplicates the unary interface.
Deﬁnition 3.3. A tile systemR = (H,V, N,R) enjoys the decomposition property if for
all s ∈ H and for allR  s a−→
b
t :
(1) if s = s1; s2 then there exist c ∈ V and t1, t2 ∈ H such thatR  s1 a−→
c
t1,R  s2 c−→
b
t2
and t = t1; t2;
(2) if s = s1⊗ s2 then there exist a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ V and t1, t2 ∈ H such thatR  s1 a1−→
b1
t1,
R  s2 a2−→
b2
t2, with a = a1 ⊗ a2, b = b1 ⊗ b2 and t = t1 ⊗ t2.
The format-independent tile decomposition property ensures that t is a congruence
(w.r.t. monoidal and sequential arrow compositions) and is thus fundamental for composi-
tionality: it amounts saying that any evolution  of a complex system s can be expressed
as the composition of the evolution of any subsystem s1 of s with the evolution of the rest.
Since in Subs arrows composition is substitution application, ordinary congruences are
easily recovered as an instance of Proposition 3.1 whenH is freely generated by .
Proposition 3.1 (CFR, Gadducci and Montanari [23]). If the tile systemR enjoys the de-
composition property, then tile bisimilarity is a congruence.
4. Ground decomposition and structural axioms
In this section, we introduce the main ingredients of our approach, i.e., a targeted tile
bisimulation equivalence, tile formats and properties guaranteeing that the largest such
bisimulation is a congruence, and a way of handling structural axioms. The results in this
section extend those of [5,23] by considering a different kind of bisimilarity. In fact, since
here we focus on equivalences on closed terms, we reﬁne the notion of tile bisimulation to
ground tile bisimulation. Moreover, Gadducci and Montanari [23] and Bruni et al. [5] do
not deal with structural axioms.
Deﬁnition 4.1. LetR = (,, N,R) be a monoidal (resp. term) tile system. A symmetric
relation ∼g on closed conﬁgurations is called ground tile bisimulation if whenever s ∼g t
andR  s id0−→
a
s′, then t ′ exists such thatR  t id0−→
a
t ′ and s′ ∼g t ′.
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Ground tile bisimulation is the exact counterpart of ordinary bisimulation for LTSs. It
differs from tile bisimulation in that is not deﬁned on contexts. (Since ground terms need no
trigger, ground bisimulation tests only the effects they can produce.) The maximal ground
tile bisimulation is denoted by g, and two closed conﬁgurations s and t are said to be
ground tile bisimilar if s g t . Of course, this is equivalent to taking ordinary bisimilarity
over a suitable LTS associated withR.
Deﬁnition 4.2. For R = (,, N,R) a monoidal (resp. term) tile system, the LTS asso-
ciated withR is LR = (T,T({x1}),→) where s a−→ t iffR  s
id0−→
a
t .
The decomposition property inDeﬁnition 3.3 can be reﬁned and related to the congruence
property for ground tile bisimilarity.
Deﬁnition 4.3. A term (resp. monoidal) tile system R enjoys the ground decomposition
property if for any ground conﬁguration s and any sequent R C[s1]
id0−→
b
t with C[_] a
unary (resp. linear unary) context and s1 a ground conﬁguration such that s = C[s1], then
there exists an observation c, a ground conﬁguration t1 and a (resp. linear) context D[_]
such thatR  s1
id0−→
c
t1 andR C[x1] c−→
b
D[x1], with t = D[t1].
The observation c deﬁnes the amount of interaction between s1 and the
context C[_] that is needed to perform b. In general c is not uniquely determined, as
s1 and C[_] can interact in many ways. For example, it can be the case that c = id
if C[_] can perform b without interacting with s1. The key point about the (ground)
decomposition property is that a transition of the whole can always be expressed as
a suitable combination of the transitions of its parts (for any possible decomposition of the
whole).
Note that while the decomposition property (required in Proposition 3.1) implies the
ground decomposition, the converse is not necessarily true. Therefore, Theorems 4.1 and
4.2 are adaptations of Proposition 3.1, but not direct instances.
Theorem 4.1. Let R = (,, N,R) be a term tile system. The ground decomposition
property implies that ground tile bisimilarity onR is a congruence.
Proof. Standard. Deﬁne the congruence ˆg as the minimal relation such that if s g t and
C[x1] is a unary context then C[s] ˆg C[t]. Obviously g⊆ ˆg, by taking the identity
context C = x1. We then show that ˆg is a ground tile bisimulation and, therefore, it
coincides with ground tile bisimilarity. In fact, let C[s] ˆg C[t] for s, t ∈ T with s g t
andC[x1] a unary context. By ground decomposition we have that ifR C[s]
id0−→
a
s′, there
exist s1 ∈ T, an observation b and a unary context D[x1] such that: (i) R  s
id0−→
b
s1;
(ii) R C[x1] b−→
a
D[x1]; and (iii) s′ = D[s1]. Since s g t then R  t
id0−→
b
t1 for some
t1 ∈ T with s1 g t1. By horizontal composition of tiles we then haveR C[t]
id0−→
a
D[t1].
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Finally, by deﬁnition of ˆg, we can conclude that s′ = D[s1] ˆg D[t1], and therefore ˆg
is a ground tile bisimulation. 
Theorem 4.2. Given a monoidal tile systemR = (,, N,R), the ground decomposition
property implies that ground tile bisimilarity is a congruence.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, but requires ˆg to be the minimal relation
such that if s g t and C[x1] is a linear (as opposed to the generic contexts considered in
the proof of Theorem 4.1) unary context then C[s] ˆg C[t]. Observe that the congruence
property then holds for generic contexts. In fact, ifD[_] is not linear, letD′[x1, x2, . . . , xn]
be the linear context obtained from D[_] by replacing each occurrence of the hole ‘_’ by a
different variable xi . Then given any two closed terms s and t we have
D[s] =D′[s, s, . . . , s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
] ˆg D′[t, s, . . . , s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
] ˆg D′[t, t, s, . . . , s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2
] ˆg
· · · ˆg D′[t, t, . . . , t︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
, s] ˆg D′[t, t, . . . , t︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
] = D[t]
since all contexts D′[_, s, . . . , s], D′[t, _, s, . . . , s], …, D′[t, . . . , t, _] are linear. 
At this point some readers might be confused by two facts: (i) the ground decomposition
property does not consider the parallel decomposition of the initial conﬁguration (contrary
to the ordinary decomposition property); and (ii) the congruence property in Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 is claimed w.r.t. the operators of the signature  instead of w.r.t. sequential and
parallel compositions (as in Proposition 3.1). Fact (i) ismotivated by the algebraic properties
of closed conﬁgurations, as the proof of Proposition 4.3 illustrates. Fact (ii) is simply due to
the observation that the proof of Proposition 4.3may fail when proving the congruencew.r.t.
the composition of generic arrows, i.e. open terms: in general s1⊗s2 = (s1⊗idn); (idm⊗s2)
and the ground decomposition property cannot be applied because we cannot assume that
s1 ⊗ idn g t1 ⊗ idn when n = 0.
Proposition 4.3. If a term (resp. monoidal) tile systemR enjoys the ground decomposition
property, then for all s1 g t1 and s2 g t2 we have that s1 ⊗ s2 g t1 ⊗ t2.
Proof. Bymonoidality ofT we have s1⊗ s2 = (s1⊗ id0); (id1⊗ s2) = s1; (id1⊗ s2). By
grounddecompositionweknow that any sequentR  s1⊗s2
id0−→
b
s can be decomposed as the
horizontal composition ofR  s1
id0−→
c
s′1 andR  _⊗ s2
c−→
b
D[_] for suitable observation
c, ground conﬁguration s′1 and context D[_] such that s = D[s′1]. Then, since s1 g t1 by
hypothesis, we know thatR  t1
id0−→
c
t ′1 with s′1 g t ′1, and thereforeR  t1⊗ s2
id0−→
b
D[t ′1].
Moreover, by Theorem 4.1 (resp. Theorem 4.2), we have that D[s′1] g D[t ′1], and thus
s1 ⊗ s2 g t1 ⊗ s2. By a similar argument we have that t1 ⊗ s2 g t1 ⊗ t2, and the thesis
follows by transitivity of g. 
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Fig. 9. Closure of structural axioms.
Fig. 10. Transition up-to structural congruence E.
4.1. Structural axioms
An interesting issue is what happens when structural axioms E on conﬁgurations are
introduced. This would correspond to take conﬁgurations in the category Th[, E], whose
arrows are equivalence classes [t]E of -terms modulo the axioms in E. Though several
different kinds of equational theories can be considered (e.g., one sorted, many sorted,
order sorted, partial membership), for simplicity we focus here on the ordinary one sorted
equational theory. Given a signature, a structural axiom is a sentence of the form s ≡ t for
s, t ∈ T(X) (which is also called-equation). A-algebraA satisﬁes the structural axiom
s ≡ t (written A s ≡ t) if for any assignments a:X → A of values to the variables in X,
we have that a(s) =A a(t), i.e., that the interpretation of s and t in A w.r.t. the assignment
a coincide, also written A, a s ≡ t . Analogously, given a set E = {si ≡ ti | i ∈ I } of
structural axioms, we say thatA satisﬁesE ifA si ≡ ti for all i ∈ I . For the initial algebra
T,E , satisﬁability of structural axioms can be inferred by closing the sentencesw.r.t. ground
substitution, contextualization, reﬂexivity, symmetry, and transitivity (see Fig. 9). Taking a
transition system up to the structural congruence E means merging the equivalent states of
the transition system, i.e., applying the rule in Fig. 10.
However, structural axioms do not affect the validity of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, though they
may inﬂuence the proof of the ground decomposition property. In fact, in ﬂat TL, structural
axioms can be directly represented by tiles having triggers and effects equal to the identity;
e.g., the axiom s ≡ t corresponds to the introduction of the basic tiles s id−→
id
t and t id−→
id
s.
Note in fact the analogy between the closure operations in Fig. 9 and the operation on
tiles: horizontal composition and rules gclos and cclos; vertical composition and rule
trans; identities and rule refl; the basic tiles above and rule symm.
Proposition 4.4. Given a setE = {si ≡ ti | i ∈ I } of structural axioms over the signature
, let 1 RE = (,∅, I unionmulti I, R), with R(0, i) = 〈si, id, id, ti〉 and R(1, i) = 〈ti , id, id, si〉
for all i ∈ I . Then,R  s id0−→
id1
t iff s ≡E t .
1 We take the disjoint union A unionmulti B of two sets A and B to be the union of {0} × A and {1} × B.
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The proof of the ‘only if’ part simpliﬁes considerably if the monoidal tile format is
considered instead of the term tile format, because no auxiliary tile is present. Note, however,
that monoidal tile systems can deal with linear structural axioms only.
In the absence of structural axioms, the ground decomposition property can be enforced
by syntactical constraints on basic tiles. The main restriction considered in Refs. [5,23] is
the so-called basic source, a condition that is analogous to most SOS formats. In fact, a
tile system satisﬁes the basic source property if the initial conﬁguration of each basic tile
consists of a single operator, instead of a generic context.
Proposition 4.5. If a monoidal (resp. term) tile systemR enjoys the basic source property,
then the ground tile bisimilarity onR is a congruence.
The proof of Proposition 4.5 consists of two steps: we ﬁrst prove that basic source implies
ground tile decomposition and then we conclude by exploiting Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. We
remark that for the monoidal tile format the proof essentially coincides with that for the De
Simone format. Moreover, for the monoidal and term tile formats a stronger result (namely
that tile bisimilarity is a congruence) can be proved (see [5]).
Note that in the presence of structural axioms on states, Proposition 4.5 cannot be applied
unless all the tiles associated with structural axioms satisfy the basic source property (i.e.,
structural axioms must have the form f (x) ≡ g(x) for f, g ∈ ).
5. Dynamic tile bisimulation
When the basic source property is not satisﬁed we are likely to have bisimilarities that
are not congruences. This consideration applies to all most popular formats, unless the
speciﬁcation contains enough rules to distinguish context-dependent redexes. For example,
Corradini and Heckel in joint work with the second author [16] suggested one may deal
with this situation via a closure operation on the TSS rules. And Sewell [43], when passing
from reduction systems to transition systems, performs such a closure by adding a transition
labeled with C for each state s and context C which s can react with in order to perform a
reduction. However, such closures are expressed at the metalevel, as they are not handled
by adding rules to the original speciﬁcation. The idea of Sewell, which is also present in
the work by Leifer and Milner [29], is that of introducing as few dynamic context closures
as possible for obtaining a congruence, thus helping ﬁnite veriﬁcation. However, it is not
clear if the resulting congruence has some general characterization or justiﬁcation, while,
e.g., dynamic bisimilarity deﬁnes the coarsest congruence which is a bisimulation.
Tiles have the expressive power to reconcile ﬁnitary system speciﬁcations, closure inter-
nalization and dynamic bisimulation within the same perspective, i.e., by adding suitable
auxiliary tiles. Moreover, the closure w.r.t. all contexts can be expressed simply by adding
twice as many basic tiles as the operators in the signature. Hence, if the signature is ﬁnite,
then ﬁnitely many additional auxiliary tiles are needed.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Given a term (resp. monoidal) tile system R = (,, N,R) its dynamic
extension R̂ is obtained by adding for all n and for any operator f ∈ n:
• the auxiliary operator f˜ to n; and
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• the following auxiliary tiles to the tile logic associated withR:
n x1,...,xn 
x1,...,xn

(0,f)
n
f˜ (x1,...,xn)
n
f (x1,...,xn)
 1
n
f (x1,...,xn) 
f˜ (x1,...,xn)  (1,f)
1
x1

1 x1  1
While the meaning of the tile (0, f) expresses the insertion of a generic conﬁguration
in the context provided by f , the tile (1, f) serves for consuming the effect of (0, f) if
the context f was already present. For t a generic horizontal context, we let t˜ denote the
corresponding vertical context on the extended signature, which is obtained by replacing
each operator f that appears in t by its vertical counterpart f˜ , leaving variables unchanged.
Note that all the basic tiles of R are included in R̂ and thus any sequent entailed by R is
also entailed by R̂.
For the proof of the main theorem we need the following technical lemmas that require
some acquaintance with the term (and monoidal) tile format.
Lemma 5.1. Given a term tile system R = (,, N,R), for each context t : n → 1 we
have R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜
t .
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the (maximum) depth m of the tree-like repre-
sentation of t—internal nodes are labeled with operators and they have as many children
as the arity of the corresponding labels; leaves are labeled either with constants or with
variables.
The base case m = 0 is trivial, since t = xi[x1, . . . , xn] for some i ∈ [1, n] and the tile
R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn xi xi
can be obtained as the parallel composition of (n − 1) auxiliary term tiles for projections

1 = 1 x1 x1 〈〉 〈〉 and the identity id1 = 1 x1
x1 
x1
x1 , i.e., as the parallel composition:

1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
⊗id1 ⊗
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−i
.
If m > 0, then t = f (t1, . . . , tk), where f ∈ k and t1, . . . , tk are contexts with depth
strictly less than m. We apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that
R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜i
ti
for all i ∈ [1, k]. Composing in parallel such sequents we get
R̂  k · n x1, . . . , xk·n x1,...,xk·n 
s˜1,...,s˜k
s1, . . . , sk ,
where si = ti[xn·(i−1)+1/x1, . . . , xn·(i−1)+n/xn], i.e., the si are the ti with the variables
suitably renamed according to the initial input interface.
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Fig. 11. Schematic constructions of the sequents used in (the inductive case of) the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Let 1 denote the sequent above, then 1 can be composed with suitable auxiliary tiles
of term tile systems according to the leftmost scheme in Fig. 11, with
2 = n∇kn x1,...,xn x1,...,xk·n ∇kn ,
3 = n x1, . . . , xn ∇
k
n 
∇kn
x1, . . . , xk·n ,
4 = n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn ∇kn ∇
k
n ,
where ∇kn = 〈x1, ., xn, . . . , x1, ., xn〉: n → k · n is the arrow that makes k copies of n
variables.
Since ∇kn; 〈s1, . . . , sk〉 = 〈t1, . . . , tk〉, the tile composition yields the sequent
 = n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜1,...,t˜k
t1, . . . , tk .
Finally, we can compose it with the auxiliary sequent of the extended system
 = k x1, . . . , xk x1,...,xk 
f˜ (x1,...,xk)
f (x1, . . . , xk)
as illustrated by the scheme in Fig. 11, where 	 is the horizontal identity for the effect of 
and  is the vertical identity for the ﬁnal conﬁguration of . The composition yields
R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
f˜ (t˜1,...,t˜k)
f (t1, . . . , tk) = n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜
t
and concludes the proof. 
A similar argument shows the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Given a term tile system R = (,, N,R), for each context t : n → 1 we
have R̂  n t t˜ x1 x1 .
Likewise, two corresponding results can be proved for the monoidal tile format, by
considering linear contexts only.
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Lemma 5.3. Given a monoidal tile system R = (,, N,R), for each linear context
t : n→ 1 we have R̂  x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn
t˜
 t and R̂  t t˜−→
x1
x1.
Proof. Likewise Lemma 5.1, the proof proceeds by induction on the depthm of the tree-like
representation of t . The proof is actually simpler than the one for Lemma 5.1, because we
do not need to duplicate variables, but just to reorganize them.
The base case m = 0 is trivial, since t = x1[x1] the tile
R̂  1 x1 x1 x1 x1
is just the identity id1.
If m > 0, then t = f (t1, . . . , tk), where f ∈ k and t1, . . . , tk are contexts (ap-
plied to pairwise disjoint sets of variables) with depth strictly less than m. Let ki =
|var(ti)| and Ki = ∑i−1j=1 kj . Without loss of generality, we can assume that var(ti) ={xKi+1, xKi+2, . . . , xKi+ki } (this situation can always be obtained by a suitable permuta-
tion of the variables).
Let si = ti[x1/xKi+1, x2/xKi+2, . . . , xki /xKi+ki ]. We apply the inductive hypothesis to
conclude that
R̂  ki x1, . . . , xki
x1,...,xki 
s˜i
si
for all i ∈ [1, k]. Composing in parallel such sequents we get
R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜1,...,t˜k
t1, . . . , tk
Let  denote the sequent above. Again, we can compose  with the auxiliary sequent of the
extended system
 = k x1, . . . , xk x1,...,xk 
f˜ (x1,...,xk)
f (x1, . . . , xk)
according to the rightmost scheme in Fig. 11. The composition yields
R̂  n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
f˜ (t˜1,...,t˜k)
f (t1, . . . , tk) = n x1, . . . , xn x1,...,xn 
t˜
t
and concludes the proof. 
Given a monoidal (resp. term) tile systemR, we denote byg the ground tile bisimilarity
onR and by gˆ the ground tile bisimilarity on its dynamic extension R̂.
We are now ready for stating the main results of the paper.
Theorem 5.4. LetR = (,, N,R) be a term tile system. The ground tile bisimilarity on
R̂ is a congruence.
Proof. First notice that the auxiliary tiles (1, f) do not inﬂuence the deﬁnition of ground
tile bisimilarity, which deals only with null triggers (they can only be composed to the right
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Fig. 12. Proof of decomposition property.
of the corresponding tile (0, f), resulting in the vertical identity). Then, we prove that R̂
enjoys the ground decomposition property from which we get the expected ‘bisimilarity as
a congruence’ property. In fact, given a generic sequent :C[s] id0−→
a(x1)
t entailed by R̂, we
can always construct two tiles with source s and C[x1], respectively, that decompose , as
illustrated in Fig. 12, i.e. we have that R̂  s id0
a(C˜[x1])
 t and R̂  C[x1]a(C˜[x1])a(x1)  x1 . 
The analogous result can be easily proved also for monoidal tile systems (by showing
that the ground decomposition holds only w.r.t. linear contexts).
Theorem 5.5. LetR = (,, N,R)be amonoidal tile system.The ground tile bisimilarity
on R̂ is a congruence.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 5.4 (see also Fig. 12), except
that C[_] must be a linear context, instead of a generic one.
As shown in Section 4.1, structural axioms can be easily managed via the introduction
of suitable basic tiles, without compromising the validity of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Since
the proofs of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 show that the ground decomposition property holds
automatically whenever the auxiliary tiles for the extended system are introduced, then we
can conclude that the congruence results continue to hold also in the presence of structural
axioms.
Proposition 5.6. Let R = (,, N,R) be a term (resp. monoidal) tile system, and let
E be a set of (resp. linear) structural axioms on  such that s ≡ t ∈ E implies that
R() = 〈s, id, id, t〉 and R() = 〈t, id, id, s〉 for some , ∈ N . Then, s ≡E t implies
that s gˆ t .
Proof. From Proposition 4.4 we have that if s ≡E t then R  s
id0−→
id1
t (because R extends
RE), and obviously R̂  s
id0−→
id1
t . Moreover, by rule symm we know that also t ≡E s
and therefore R̂  t id0−→
id1
s. But then, taken any sequent R̂  s id0−→
a
s′, we can exploit
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vertical composition to get R̂  t id0−→
a
s′, and of course s′ gˆ s′. Likewise, for any sequent
R̂  t id0−→
a
t ′, we have R̂  s id0−→
a
t ′ with t ′ gˆ t ′. Thus, we can conclude that s gˆ t . 
Noticeably, the congruence we obtain is exactly the coarsest congruence which is also
a ground tile bisimulation for the initial system R, i.e., we recover the ordinary dynamic
bisimilarity.
Theorem 5.7. Ground tile bisimilarity on R̂ (denoted by gˆ) coincides with the dynamic
bisimilarity on LR.
Proof. We show that LR̂ = L̂R. The inclusion LR̂ ⊇ L̂R follows directly from the
technical lemmas above, whilst the inclusion LR̂ ⊆ L̂R is more involved. The key point is
showing that if an auxiliary ‘context’ tile gives rise to a new transition, its label f˜ appears
manifestly, i.e., the use of auxiliary tiles cannot be ‘hidden’ inside the proof to originate
unexpected reactions. To show this, let R  s id0−→
a
t and suppose that the proof of s
id0−→
a
t
contains the auxiliary tile  = x x−→
f˜ (x) f (x), for some operator f . We proceed by induction
on the number k of such auxiliary tiles and then by case analysis. If k = 0 then s a−→ t ∈
LR ⊆ L̂R. If k > 1 then we take one such auxiliary tile  in the proof and examine the
following three cases: (1) the effect of  is propagated to the ﬁnal effect a = A[f˜ (a)] and
thus can be observed; (2) the tile  is horizontally composed with  = f (x) f˜ (x)−→
x1
x1 and
thus does not appear in a; (3) the effect f˜ is vertically composed with other effects that
override it. In case (1),  corresponds to a dynamic context embedding in L̂R. In case (2),
the composition of  with  yields the vertical identity on f which is of course entailed in
R. Finally, in case (3), the effect f˜ can only be overridden because of structural axioms on
observations, and in particular those involving projections. But then it can be shown that if
projections are used that throw f˜ away, then also the result of applying the context f in the
intermediate state is thrown away in the proof. Therefore, we can always reduce to a proof
with k−1 auxiliary tiles for adding contexts and conclude the proof by inductive hypothesis.
For monoidal tile systems the proof simpliﬁes considerably, since case (3) cannot occur.

Tobetter understand case (3), let us consider a typical example, arising in any term tile sys-
tem. The identity tile n f (x) x x1 f (x) can be composed horizontally with the projection

1 = 1 x1 x1 〈〉 〈〉 . Since f (x); 〈〉 = 〈〉, the composition returns the tile n f (x) x 〈〉 〈〉 ,
that can be vertically composed after  = n x x 
f˜ (x) f (x) , yielding 
n = n x
x 
〈〉 〈〉 as
result (note that the effect f˜ (x) disappears because f˜ (x); 〈〉 = 〈〉).
We remark that if also observations are subject to structural axioms (e.g., ; a = a for
all observations a), then such axioms must not be extended to the f˜ , otherwise case (3) of
the proof could be compromised.
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Fig. 13. Basic tiles associated with the TSS of Fig. 5.
Fig. 14. Basic tiles for associativity of parallel composition.
Fig. 15. Auxiliary tiles of the extended system.
Corollary 5.8. Ground tile bisimilarity on R̂ is also a ground tile bisimulation forR.
Example 5.1. Let us take again the process algebra of Example 2.1, with _ | _ associative
(but neither commutative nor with unit), i.e., modulo the structural congruence originated
by E = {x1 | (x2 | x3) ≡ (x1 | x2) | x3}. The corresponding (monoidal) tile system is
illustrated in Figs. 13–15 (vertical and horizontal identities are omitted). Note that the arrow
x1 | (x2 | x3): 3 → 1 can be written as the sequential composition 〈x1, x2 | x3〉; 〈x1 | x2〉
of the arrows 〈x1, x2 | x3〉: 3 → 2 and x1 | x2: 2 → 1. We remind that the same variable
xi can be used in different parts of the same tile for referring to different interfaces. For
example, in rpar the variable x1 in the initial conﬁguration points to the same input interface
as the variable x1 in the trigger, but not of the x1 in the effect, because the latter is linked
to the unique component of the output interface of the initial conﬁguration; this is also the
reason why both lpar and rpar have (x1) as effect, giving the impression of an asymmetric
treatment of x1 and x2 (which is not the case).
An example of tile pasting is given in Fig. 16,where, abusing the notation, id is generically
used to denote several vertical identities, and synca⊗id denotes the parallel composition
of the tile for agent synchronization (on channel a) and the identity tile of 1. The pasting is
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Fig. 16. The construction of the sequent a.nil | (a¯.nil | nil) id0−→ nil | (nil | nil).
(vertically) composed of three steps:
(1) Theﬁrst step applies the associativity law to put together the agents that can synchronize.
Since the tile (0, assoc) has identities as trigger and effect, the three subagents a.nil,
a¯.nil and nil can stay idle during this operation.
(2) The second step synchronizes the two agents a.nil and a¯.nil and propagates the effect
through the parallel composition with the third idle agent nil.
(3) The third step reverses the application of the associativity law performed during the
ﬁrst step.
Let us denote by  the resulting tile
: a.nil | (a¯.nil | nil) id0−→
(x1)
nil | (nil | nil),
which corresponds to the transition
a.nil | (a¯.nil | nil) −→ nil | (nil | nil).
As a further example, by using the auxiliary tiles for dynamic reconﬁguration, we can
compose  with the tile
: id1
id1
x1 |˜( ˜¯a.n˜il |˜ ˜nil)
 x1 | (a¯.nil | nil)
(whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.3), as sketched in Fig. 17, to obtain the tile
: a.nil
id0
(x1 |˜( ˜¯a.n˜il |˜ ˜nil))
 nil | (nil | nil)
that cannot be matched, e.g., by b.nil for b = a. In fact, the effect of  consists of the
embedding of the process in the environment _ | (a¯.nil | nil) (a unary, linear context) and
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Fig. 17. A dynamic move of a.nil.
then of the execution of a  move. Then, it is easy to verify, e.g., that
a.nil | a¯.nil g b.nil | b¯.nil gˆ a.nil | a¯.nil
(the context a¯.nil | _ | a.nil can be used to disprove dynamic bisimilarity of the two
processes).
On the other hand, e.g., Pa g Pb gˆ Pa for P = nil | .nil | ¯.nil | nil.
6. Case study: the -calculus
In this section we apply the theory developed so far to the (monadic) -calculus [34]: a
paradigmatic language among name passing calculi.
Deﬁnition 6.1. LetN be a countable inﬁnite set of names a, b, c, . . .. The agents P,Q, . . .
of -calculus (called -agents) are those generated by the grammar
P::=nil | a P | .P | P + P | P | P | !P | [a = b]P | P {a/b},
modulo the axioms in Fig. 18, and where the preﬁxes ,, . . . are given by the grammar
::= | a¯b | a(b),
for  ∈ N a special symbol for the silent action.
As usual, nil is the inactive agent; the restriction operator a_ binds the free occurrences
of the name a in the argument; the input-preﬁxed agent a(b).P can receive any name c
transmitted on channel a and then behaves like the agent P where the free occurrences of
b have been replaced by the received name c; the output-preﬁxed agent a¯b.P can send the
data b on channel a, then behaving as P ; the process .P can make a silent move  and
become P ; sum _+ _ and parallel composition _ | _ are used to represent nondeterministic
choice and agents running in parallel, respectively; the replicated agent !P represents an
unbounded number of copies of the agentP running in parallel,making it possible to express
inﬁnite behaviors; the matching operator [a = b]_ allows for testing equality of names, so
that [a = b]P behaves like P when a and b are the same name, but is otherwise inactive;
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Fig. 18. Structural axioms E for -agents.
ﬁnally explicit substitutions _{a/b} are introduced as part of the language, instead of as a
metalevel feature used in the transition system speciﬁcation.
Parallel composition and sum have the lowest precedence among the operators, while
explicit substitutions have the highest. We denote by  the signature of -agents, and by
E the set of axioms they are subject to.
The deﬁnitions of free and bound names for agents are standard, and we write:
• fn(P ) for the set of free names in P ;
• bn(P ) for the set of bound names in P ;
• n(P ) for the set of free and bound names in P (i.e., n(P ) = fn(P ) ∪ bn(P )).
The presence of substitutions as a ﬁrst order construct allows us to axiomatize -con-
version, as shown in Fig. 18 (fourth and ﬁfth blocks). The other axioms say that -agents
form commutative monoids under (+, nil) (ﬁrst block) and (|, nil) (second block). The
remaining axioms (third block) express the commutativity of names in conditionals and the
expansion law for replication.
Note that restriction a_, input and output preﬁxes (a(b)._ and a¯b._), conditionals
[a = b]_ and explicit substitutions _{a/b} deﬁne families of unary operators indexed by
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Fig. 19. Operational semantics of -agents.
(pair of) names, hence the equations involving assumptions about the names a, b, c, d are
actually equation schemes. 2
Having discussed the syntax, we are now ready to present the operational semantics of
-agents. Though a main distinction can be drawn between the early and the late semantics
[34], the SOS rules in Fig. 19 allow for a uniform presentation of the two views. The rules are
divided in twoblocks:Theupper block contains the rules for namepassingwithout extrusion,
while the lower block introduces bound outputs and name extrusion. The commutativity of
sum and parallel composition allows us to omit the symmetric variants of the rules for _+_
and _ | _. Similarly, the rules for replication and explicit substitution are not necessary.
The set of transition labels is  = {, a(b), a¯b, a¯(b)} (ranged over by ), where:
•  is the silent move;
• a(b) represents the (late) input of name b on channel a;
• a¯b represents the output of name b on channel a;
• a¯(b) represents the extrusion of name b on channel a (i.e., b is a private name which is
communicated to the environment).
The notion of free and bound names are extended from agents to labels in the obvious way,
and are denoted by fn() and bn() for any  ∈ , with fn() ∪ bn() = n().
In the operational semantics we have to deal with:
(1) axioms on states; and
(2) the rule par, for which (the analogous of) basic source is not satisﬁed. 3
2 For consistency with our notation, in Fig. 18 we use x1, x2, x3 for process variables, rather than the usual
P1, P2, P3. We trust this will not cause confusion, even though in many -calculus papers the symbol x is used to
denote names. Also, symbol P in the -conversion axioms denotes a -agent, and not a process variable (this fact
is due to the side condition c ∈ fn(P )). The difference is better understood by looking at the different homsets of
the arrows a(b).P : 0 → 1 and a(b).x1: 1 → 1 in the category Th[].
3 This fact is due to the side condition of rule par. In fact, in the conclusion of rule par, the process P cannot
be replaced by the process variable x2, because we cannot know the free names of the agent in parallel with x1
unless such agent is completely speciﬁed. Therefore the source of the transition in the conclusion of par does not
consist of a single operator, but of a possibly complex context.
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Thus, we cannot draw any conclusion about the congruence property for bisimilarity by
applying the theory of SOS formats. Indeed, it is well known that early and late bisimilarity
(denoted byE andL, respectively) are not congruences. Actually, the deﬁnition of early
and late bisimilarity differ from the ordinary bisimilarity on the LTS deﬁned by Fig. 19, but
can be deﬁned on top of it by requiring that when a bound move occurs the agents must
be equivalent under all possible instantiation of the received/transmitted name. In fact, the
terminologies ‘early’ and ‘late’ are due to the order of the quantiﬁer for name instantiations
with respect to the one for the simulation move in the bisimulation game.
Example 6.1. Let us consider the -agents
P ≡ a¯b.nil | c(d).nil,
Q≡ a¯b.c(d).nil + c(d).a¯b.nil
which can undergo the transitions:
• P a¯b−→ nil | c(d).nil and P c(d)−→ a¯b.nil | nil (for any d ∈ {a, b});
• Q a¯b−→ c(d).nil andQ c(d)−→ a¯b.nil (for any d ∈ {a, b}).
It is evident that P and Q are (early and late) bisimilar (because nil | c(d).nil ≡ c(d).nil
and a¯b.nil | nil ≡ a¯b.nil). However, when put, e.g. in the context C[_] = b(c)._ | b¯a.nil,
then bisimilarity does not hold any more. In fact, we have that C[P ] −→ P {a/c} and
C[Q] −→ Q{a/c} are the only  moves that can be performed by C[P ] and C[Q], but
P {a/c} is not bisimilar toQ{a/c}. In fact,
P {a/c} ≡ a¯b.nil | a(d).nil,
Q{a/c} ≡ a¯b.a(d).nil + a(d).a¯b.nil
but P {a/c} −→ nil | nil, whileQ{a/c} is not able to perform a . Therefore
C[P ] E C[Q] L C[P ].
In particular, early and late bisimilarity are not preserved by name instantiation and input
preﬁx, and the full congruences are usually obtained using name instantiation. However,
this closure is ‘static’ and the resulting congruences are not bisimulations.
Deﬁnition 6.2. Two -agents are early congruent (respectively late congruent) if P E
Q (resp. P L Q) for every substitution .
This corresponds to taking the contextual closureC of a generic bisimilarity but only
w.r.t. a subset of contexts (those given by explicit substitutions), as discussed in Section 2.
Sangiorgi [39] noticed that such closure can be more conveniently expressed dynamically,
so to obtain a congruence, called open bisimilarity, which is still a late bisimulation. 4
4 The two late equivalences are ﬁner than the corresponding early ones, any open bisimulation is also a late
bisimulation, and late bisimilarity is strictly contained in late congruence [39].
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Fig. 20. Basic tiles for the transition system of -calculus.
Deﬁnition 6.3. A symmetric relation ∼O on -agents is an open bisimulation if P ∼O Q
implies, for any :
• if P −→ P ′, thenQ′ exists s.t.Q −→ Q′ and P ′ ∼O Q′.
Two -agents P and Q are open bisimilar, written P O Q, if P ∼O Q for some open
bisimulation ∼O.
Dynamic closure under substitutions is enough for recovering the largest congruence
among bisimulations. Thus, dynamic bisimilarity and open bisimilarity coincide (cf. [39]).
Remark 6.2. We do not consider the weak case, where the two equivalences differ because
the open one is preserved by guarded sum but not by sum, whilst the dynamic one is always
a congruence.
Let us now present the tile system for the axiomatized monadic -calculus we are con-
sidering. The basic tiles associated with the TSS in Fig. 19 are illustrated in Fig. 20. Side
conditions are represented inside the tiles, between parentheses: more precisely, Fig. 20
deﬁnes a tile scheme (parametric in the names a, b, c, actions  and processes P ). The hor-
izontal signature is , while the set of labels  generates the vertical (unary) operators
(_), a(b)(_), a¯b(_), and a¯(b)(_). To shorten the presentation, we omit the extensive list
of tiles generated by the axioms in E. The two sets of tiles (those associated with the TSS
and those associated with the axioms) form the term tile system R for the -calculus.
We just remark that the term tile format must be employed (instead of the monoidal tile
format) because (1) of the rule sum, whose trigger discards the ﬁrst argument, and (2) of
the non-linear axiom !x1 ≡ !x1 | x1 for replication.
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Proposition 6.1. For any -agents P,Q and any label , we have P −→ Q iff R 
P
id0−→
(x1)
Q.
Remark 6.3. Note that composition in the category of observations can yield non-standard
labels as observations. For example, the label a(b)(a¯(b)(_)) just expresses the consecutive
execution of two steps, i.e. a¯(b)(_) followed by a(b)(_).
Given the correspondence in Proposition 6.1, it follows from Example 6.1 that ground
tile bisimilarityg is not a congruence forR. However, we can resort to taking the ground
tile bisimiliarity on R̂, which we know to coincide with the coarsest congruence which is
also a ground tile bisimulation forR.
The dynamic extension R̂ ofR includes:
• the vertical operators n˜il, ˜a_, ˜._, _+˜_, _|˜_, !˜_, ˜[a = b]_ and _ ˜{a/b};
• the auxiliary tiles in Fig. 21.
The vertical operator ˜._ must not be confused with (_): the ﬁrst is the observation of a
reconﬁguration (the embedding under the preﬁx ), while the second represents a possible
interaction with the environment (execution of the action ).
Example 6.4. Let us consider the -agents P ≡ [a = b]b¯b.nil andQ ≡ nil. It is evident
that P g Q inR, because they cannot perform any move. However,
P {a/b} ≡ [a = a]a¯a.nil g nil ≡ Q{a/b}
because the sequentR  [a = a]a¯a.nil id0a¯a(x1)  nil (see Fig. 22), cannot bematched by nil.
On the other hand, P and Q are not ground bisimilar in R̂, because the tile
[a = b]b¯b.nil id0
a¯a(x1 ˜{a/b})
 nil resulting from the composition in Fig. 23 cannot be matched
byQ ≡ nil. (In Figs. 22 and 23 vertical identities and tiles associatedwith structural axioms
have been generically denoted by id and ≡, respectively.)
Summing up the results in Proposition 6.1, Theorem 5.7, and [39], we have the following
characterization of the ground tile bisimilarity congruence for the term tile system R̂.
Corollary 6.2. Ground tile bisimilarity on R̂ and open bisimilarity coincide.
Proof. From Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 5.7 we have that ground tile bisimilarity on R̂
is the dynamic bisimilarity on the LTS for -calculus deﬁned in Fig. 19, and from the results
in [39], we know that such dynamic bisimilarity coincides with open bisimilarity. 
7. Dynamic specialization
From the point of view of coordination, ground tile bisimilarity focuses on components
(i.e. fully speciﬁed computational entities) that can be plugged at run-time inside open
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Fig. 21. Auxiliary tiles of the extended system for -calculus.
Fig. 22. The construction of a sequent inR.
systems to interact and communicate. The classical way to lift an equivalence≈ from com-
ponents to coordinators (i.e. contexts with holes representing the openness of the system)
is to compare their behaviors in all possible circumstances. This corresponds to deﬁne
C[X] ≈univ D[X] when C[p] ≈ D[p] for all components p (using universal quantiﬁca-
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Fig. 23. The construction of a sequent in R̂.
tion over components). However, though this certainly yields a congruence, it leaves aside
that even coordinators can be progressively connected to components while performing e.g.
internal choices, adaptation steps, selections, service requests and updates.
Tile bisimilarity has been designed to treat components and coordinators in a uniform
way. In general, tile bisimilarity is also ﬁner than the equivalence obtained from ground tile
bisimilarity by closingw.r.t. all possible instantiations, but it is not necessarily a congruence.
The ﬁrst two authors have investigated, in joint work with De Frutos-Escrig andMartí-Oliet
[5], several tile formats guaranteeing that tile bisimilarity is a congruence (for any kind
of conﬁguration arrows, w.r.t. sequential and parallel composition). However, as it is the
case for SOS formats [2,4,19,25], those tile formats apply only in the absence of structural
axioms.
The results on ground tile bisimilarity presented in this paper show that if we consider
ground conﬁgurations only, then dynamic reconﬁguration is the key for dealing with struc-
tural axioms. This accommodates compositionality in the sense of extending the system.
However, a second kind of open ended systems can be considered, which can be dynami-
cally specialized rather than extended, like the components discussed above. This situation
corresponds, e.g., to dynamically linkable (partially speciﬁed) agents that move across the
network, learning new continuations, or also to goals in logic programming, where refuta-
tions compute partial substitutions for the variables in the initial goal, which become more
and more instantiated and can inﬂuence the rest of the computation. The general idea is
that instead of focusing on ground processes, the attention is moved over a special kind
of open processes: all arrows whose target is a distinguished object, e.g. a distinguished
sort &. The ﬁxed object plays to some extent the role of the topmost level of the process,
which cannot be further extended (i.e., further contextualized). One could also think of &
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as the answer type in continuation passing style semantics, or to the type of predicates and
clauses in logic programming (that once evaluated cannot be passed further to procedures or
clauses, unless higher-order logic programming is considered). Consequently, ground tile
bisimulation is here replaced by the instance of tile bisimilarity that deals with processes
from generic objects n to the ﬁxed &. The object n is some sort of input interface where
new partially instantiated processes can be dynamically linked to, i.e., the reconﬁguration
proceeds towards left, reﬁning the system via the instantiation of its arguments.
While contextualization is covariant, specialization is contravariant as it possibly changes
the input interface. In this section, we exploit duality in tile systems to reverse the direction
of certain vertical arrows (observations) when dealing with instantiation closure. Tile logic
and tile bisimilarity have been designed to handle contextualization and instantiation in
a completely analogous way. Thus dualization is straightforward by standard arguments
of category theory, whereas in other logical contexts dualization would require ad hoc
solutions.
7.1. Contravariant tile systems
For representing specialization, we should be able to write tiles like C[_] p−→
b
t , express-
ing that when the component p: 0 → 1 is plugged in the hole of the context C[_]: 1 → 1,
then C[p] can evolve to t with effect b. However, it is evident that the four arrows involved
do not form a tile, because the source of the trigger p is e.g. different from the source of the
initial conﬁguration C[_]. In fact, to compose p and C[_] it is essential that the target of p
is equal to the source of C[_]. This corresponds to take as vertical category of observations
the opposite 5 category of T(X). It is worth noting that for ordinary observation labels
like input, output or internal actions  the reversing is transparent (just a matter of drawing)
because they are modeled as unary operators in .
Deﬁnition 7.1. A contravariant tile system R = (H,V, N,R) is a tile system R =
(H,Vop, N,R).
The technical appendix reports amore precise discussion about duality in tiles and double
categories.
Roughly, a contravariant monoidal tile system R = (,, N,R) is just a monoidal
tile system R = (,op, N,R), where op is the hypersignature 6 obtained by reversing
the operators in . Instead, when contravariant term tile systems R = (,, N,R) are
considered, then also the auxiliary tiles must be suitably reversed to keep the consistency
between the horizontal and vertical cartesian structures. In fact, the vertical cartesian cate-
gory we want to consider is the co-cartesian category Th[]op, which is very different from
5We recall that given a category C, the opposite category Cop is deﬁned by reversing the direction of the arrows
in C, i.e., Cop has the same objects as C, but if f : a → b and g: b → c are arrows of C, then f op: b → a,
gop: c → b and gop; f op = (f ; g)op are arrows of Cop.
6 Hypersignatures are generalized signatures, where operators possibly return tuples of arguments, i.e. a generic
operator f corresponds to an arrow f : n→ m.
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Fig. 24. Dynamic instantiation of an experimental setting.
the cartesian category Th[op], 7 while e.g. for monoidal theories we have thatM[op] is
naturally isomorphic toM[]op.
7.2. Filtered tile bisimilarity
Open endedness based on dynamic specialization can ﬁnd general application, since the
holes to be instantiated can represent complex operational settings of a variety of systems,
while terms used for dynamic instantiation can represent system extensions where further
subsystems can be suitably accommodated. To get the intuition, take a process calculus 

with an associative parallel composition operator |, and suppose that for (ground) processes
p ∈ 
 an (open) experimental setting is given, which has the form F [p|X], where F is
some kind of ﬁlter (e.g., converting internal moves to identities, in the style of weak obser-
vational semantics, as used in [21]) andX ranges over a set of attackers or tester processes.
An obvious notion of equivalence with respect to the experimental setting can be given by
considering p and q equivalent iff for any attacker A, F [p|A] is bisimilar to F [q|A]. In
this case we want to ﬁnd a suitable coinductive way of expressing the universal closure of
the experimental setting where p and q reside w.r.t. all possible attackers, but we are not
interested in further extending the experimental context. By analogy with dynamic bisim-
ilarity, this would correspond to introduce reconﬁguration moves like F [p | x1] A[y1,...,yn]−→
F [p | A[y1, . . . , yn]] (see Fig. 24). For instance, a straightforward application of this new
kind of moves is that of increasing the number of attackers in parallel with p:
F [p | x1] a1 | x1−→ F [p | a1 | x1] a2 | x1−→ F [p | a1 | a2 | x1] a3 | x1−→ F [p | a1 | a2 | a3 | x1] · · · .
At the level of veriﬁcation, this would allow the use of coinductive techniques. Furthermore,
the system remains ﬁnitely branching if it was originally so, because at each step it is enough
to instantiate the hole with a single operator of the attackers’ signature and still all attackers
can be generated.
In what follows, we shall assume to work with a one-sorted signature  extended with a
second sort & and a set & of operators of the kind f : n→&.
Deﬁnition 7.2. A ﬁltered signature is a two-sorted signature  unionmulti &, for  a one-sorted
signature (say, over sort S) and & a two sorted signature over sorts {S,&} such that any
7 In the presence of pairing and projections, then each operator f : n → m of a generic hypersignature op
is uniquely determined by its associated m projections f1: n → 1,…,fm: n → 1 in Th[op] (by the equality
f = 〈f1, . . . , fm〉).
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f ∈ & takes arguments in Sn for a suitable n and yields result of sort &. Given a set X
of variables with sort S, a ﬁltered conﬁguration is a term F ∈ Tunionmulti&(X) whose topmost
operator is in &.
Deﬁnition 7.3. LetR = (,, N,R) be a contravariant monoidal (resp. term) tile system.
A symmetric relation ∼f on ﬁltered conﬁgurations is called ﬁltered tile bisimulation if
whenever s ∼f t and R  s a−→
b
s′, then a conﬁguration t ′ exists s.t. R  t a−→
b
t ′ and
s′ ∼f t ′.
As usual, we denote by f the maximal ﬁltered tile bisimulation, and call it ﬁltered tile
bisimilarity.
We say that f is a congruence if for any s, t : n → & such that s f t , then for any
conﬁguration :m→ n we have ; s f ; t .
While basic source is enough for guaranteeing the congruence property if structural
axioms are not considered, in the more general case some kind of closure (either static or
dynamic) is needed. In particular, the static closure corresponds to a testing-like semantics
(s is equivalent to t iff ; s f ; t for all ), while the dynamic one is in general ﬁner and
can be obtained as the ordinary bisimilarity over an extended system.
Deﬁnition 7.4. Given a contravariant term (respectively monoidal) tile system R = ( unionmulti
&,, N,R) its dynamic specialization R˜ is obtained by adding for all n and for any
operator f ∈ n (not in &):
• the auxiliary operator f˜ to n; and
• the following auxiliary tiles:
n
f (x1,...,xn) 
(f,0)
1
n

(x1,...,xn)op
x1,...,xn
 n

(f˜ (x1,...,xn))op
1 x1 
(f,1)
1
n

(f˜ (x1,...,xn))op
f (x1,...,xn)
 1

(x1)op
The auxiliary tiles (f, 1) allow to plug fresh components in the system. The auxiliary
tiles (f, 0) enforces the decomposition property.
Analogous results to those discussed in Section 5 can be easily proved. They can be
summarized by the theorem below.
Theorem 7.1. Let R = ( unionmulti &,, N,R) be a contravariant monoidal (resp. term) tile
system. The ﬁltered tile bisimilarity on its dynamic specialization R˜ deﬁnes the coarsest
congruence which is also a ﬁltered tile bisimulation forR.
Proof. First notice that the auxiliary tiles (f, 0) would allow to observe the structure of
a generic conﬁguration, forcing tile bisimilarity to be the identity relation. The key point
is that by restricting to consider ﬁltered conﬁgurations only, we are guaranteed that such
observations can neither pass through the ‘ﬁlter’ nor be used to distinguish behaviorally
equivalent systems. Then, we prove that the ﬁltered tile bisimilarity on R˜ is a congruence
by exploiting the decomposition property. Suppose that :C[s] a−→
b
t is entailed by R˜, then
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we can always construct two tiles with source s and C[x1], respectively, that decompose
. In fact, the existence of tiles R˜  s id−→
s˜op
id and R˜  id s˜
op−→
id
s for any s over  can be
proved analogously to Lemma 5.1, and therefore we can (i) vertically compose s id−→
s˜op
id
with the (horizontal) identity id a−→
a
id to get R˜  s a−→
s˜op(a)
id and (ii) horizontally compose
id
s˜op−→
id
s with the (vertical) identityC[x1] x1−→
x1
C[x1] to get R˜ C[x1] s˜
op−→
x1
C[s], which can
be vertically composed with  to obtain R˜ C[x1] s˜
op(a)−→
b
t . Finally, to prove that the ﬁltered
tile bisimilarity on R˜ is the coarsest congruence which is also a ﬁltered tile bisimulation
for R we proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.7. Let LR be the transition system
whose states are ﬁltered conﬁgurations, whose labels are pairs of observations of R and
such that s (a,b)−→ s′ iffR  s a−→
b
s′. Let L˜R be the extension ofLR with transitions s (˜
op,id)−→
; s for any ﬁltered conﬁguration s: n → & and any conﬁguration :m → n. Clearly,
the bisimilarity over L˜R deﬁnes the coarsest congruence which is also a bisimulation for
LR (note that only ﬁltered conﬁgurations with the same source arity are related), i.e., the
bisimilarity over L˜R plays the (dual) role of ordinary dynamic bisimilarity. Then, we show
that LR˜ coincides with L˜R. The inclusion LR˜ ⊇ L˜R is obvious. To show the converse
inclusion, the key point is showing that labels f˜ op cannot generate new reactions. This is
can be done analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.7. 
7.3. Case study: a basic calculus for mobility
To illustrate the features of dynamic specialization andﬁltered tile bisimilarity,we take the
basic calculus for mobility (BCM) introduced in [1]. BCM can be seen as an asynchronous
version of CCS [32], enriched with ambients, or, alternatively, as (a restriction-free version
of) the ambient calculus [13] with asynchronous CCS-like communication.
Deﬁnition 7.5. Let A be a set of channels and letN be a set of ambient names. The set of
BCM processes P is deﬁned by the grammar:
P ::= nil | a¯ | .P | n[P ] | P |P
where the parallel operator is AC1
x1|(x2|x3) ≡ (x1|x2)|x3 x1|x2 ≡ x2|x1 x1|nil ≡ x1
and where the preﬁxes  are given by the grammar
 ::= a | open n | in n | out n
with a ∈ A and n ∈ N .
The operational semantics of BCM is deﬁned by the SOS operational rules in Fig. 25.
The rules open, in, and out are the classical rules of ambient calculus; communication
(rule comm) is allowed only inside the same ambient; reductions can happen under any
ambient and in any parallel process (but not under preﬁxes), as stated by rules amb and par,
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Fig. 25. Operational semantics of BCM.
respectively. Since the semantics is presented as a reduction system, all transitions carry
the same label .
The signature of BCM is extended with the special ambient top[_]: 1 → & that is the
unique (unary) ﬁlter. The rule amb also applies to top[_].
The basic and auxiliary tiles for the contravariant tile systemRBCM associated with BCM
are in Figs. 26 and 27. Note that the basic source condition is not satisﬁed, as several basic
tiles have rather composite initial conﬁgurations.
It can be readily veriﬁed that (ﬁltered) tile bisimilarity is not a congruence in RBCM:
just take the two ﬁltered conﬁgurations top[n[x1]] and top[m[x1]] with n = m, then we
have that top[n[x1]] f top[m[x1]], but clearly the component p = k[out n.nil] behaves
differently when plugged in the two conﬁgurations, in fact top[n[p]] f top[m[p]] (the
ﬁrst can perform the out of ambient k from ambient n, while the second is deadlock).
The tiles for the dynamic specialization R˜BCM are in Fig. 28.
Then, we have that top[n[x1]] f top[m[x1]] in R˜BCM, because both ﬁltered conﬁgura-
tions can now perform a step with trigger pop (and identity as effect), reaching, respectively,
the conﬁgurations top[n[p]] and top[m[p]] that are clearly not bisimilar.
An example of ﬁltered conﬁgurations that are (ﬁltered) tile bisimilar in R˜BCM and also
inRBCM is given by top[n[m[out n.x1]]] and top[n[0] | m[a¯ | a.x1]].
8. Related work
The idea of allowing contexts as observations in transition system speciﬁcations has been
at the basis of the promoted tyft/tyxt format [2], designed for dealing with higher order
languages. A parallel line of research is to provide reduction semantics (e.g., semantics
based on unlabeled transitions) with an interactive, observational view by observing a
minimal class of contexts [14,29,33,43], making the transition system ﬁnitely branching
so to facilitate the proof of equivalence between terms. In particular, in [29] it is shown
that this is possible whenever sufﬁciently many relative pushouts exist in the category of
conﬁgurations (w.r.t. the sources of reduction rules). Roughly speaking, it must be the case
that for any conﬁguration t , any context C[_] and any reduction rule l ⇒ r with which
C[t] can react, then there exists a minimal observable contextCm[_] insideC[_] that makes
such reduction possible. In practice, the straightforward application of relative pushouts
fails in the presence of even simple structural congruences, in which case a more involved
approach based on functorial reactive systems and precategoriesmust be used [28]. The use
of 2-categories in place of precategories has been advocated for in [40–42]. Moreover, in
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Fig. 26. Basic tiles for ﬁltered BCM.
Fig. 27. Auxiliary tiles for structural axioms of BCM.
the area of graph rewriting, and more speciﬁcally in the double pushout approach (DPO) to
graph rewriting, there has been proposed an alternative characterization (based on pullbacks
and pushout squares) of minimal observable contexts, called borrowed contexts for deriving
labelled transition systems and bisimulation congruences [20].
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Fig. 28. Auxiliary tiles for dynamic specialization of BCM.
Regarding the dual of contextualization, there are two approaches to the deﬁnition of
observational congruences for open terms that avoid instantiation under all closed terms.
The ﬁrst has been pursued in two recent works [5,38] for deﬁning general speciﬁcation
formats that guarantee the compositionality of open terms. Such formats (those presented
in [5] being based on tiles) extend the notion of transition to partially speciﬁed states, thus
allowing a uniform treatment of both closed and open terms and favoring the application
of coalgebraic techniques [15]. The second approach consists of ﬁnding a minimal class of
instantiations (not necessarily ground) under which to close the open terms. This technique
has been applied to the tilemodeling of logic programming in [11] offering somepreliminary
results on its possible generalization and integration with the contextualization problem (to
some extent, instantiations can be viewed as internal contextualizations). In particular,
the application to logic programming is illustrative because uniﬁcation employs pullbacks
which are in fact dual to the pushouts considered by Cattani et al. [14]. Along the same
line, paper [1] exploits spatial logic formulae as labels of symbolic transition systems to
characterize the class of components that can be plugged in the system to activate a transition
and to deﬁne suitable behavioral equivalences on open ended systems.
9. Concluding remarks
We have proposed tile logic as a compositional framework suitable to deal with open
ended systems, dynamic bisimulation and structural axioms on states. Such characteristics
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follow naturally from the abstract ‘geometrical’ concepts on which tile conﬁgurations and
observations are based. In particular, the key feature is the possibility of exploiting the anal-
ogy between horizontal and vertical arrows, making observations out of contexts.Moreover,
dynamic bisimulation is handled via a ﬁnitary enrichment of the speciﬁcation (internalized
in the tile language) and the congruence proof has a simple pictorial representation that
exploits ground decomposition.
Structural axioms are dealt with by introducing specialized tiles with empty triggers and
effects, in the ﬂavor of rewriting systems, where equations can be modeled via bidirectional
rules. Since tile logic extends rewriting logic and both extend equational logic, we think that
the specialized tiles we have employed arise naturally and have the advantage of keeping
the state space simpler (i.e., the free term algebra T) while enriching the controls. This is
made possible by the fact that we are interested in the ﬂat version of tiles, which abstracts
away from the proofs decorating the sequents (that otherwise should have been suitably
axiomatized). An alternative, but otherwise equivalent, solution would have been to take
the category of conﬁgurations T,E , choosing a different format for tiles.
Following the lines suggested in this paper, one could limit run-time reconﬁguration
either to a subclass of contexts or to a subclass of conﬁgurations. Although we have not
discussed explicitly the issue here, our results can be extended to trace semantics instead of
bisimilarity. In fact, the decomposition property guarantees that also the trace equivalence
(where two systems are equivalent if they have the same set of traces) is a congruence.
This work is to be understood as part of a larger research programme that aims at the
uniform integration inside the tile framework of several concepts of general interest. In this
perspective, there is a series of recent works that are tightly connected with the dynamic
closure presented here [43,29,5,11]. Refs. [29,43] characterize the minimal set of contexts
for which bisimilarity on ground terms needs to be closed in order to be a congruence.
The goal in [29,43] is to keep the transition system ﬁnitely branching. The results in [11]
offer, to some extent, the application of the dual concept to a particular case study (logic
programming): bisimilarity is taken on open contexts (i.e., ground and non-ground goals)
and the closure is taken w.r.t. instantiation (instead of contextualization). Clauses of logic
programs are then encoded by tiles in such a way that, at each step, only a ﬁnite number of
moves is possible for a given goal. Such moves are identiﬁed by the uniﬁcation mechanism,
expressed by suitable pullback constructions. Finally, Ref. [5] studies several tile formats
that guarantee tile bisimilarity to be a congruence (for open terms too, rather than ground
terms only), and exploits the basic source property. As for the future, we would like to
extend the results presented in this paper to a more general tile framework in which the
following three conditions apply. (1) There is available a class of speciﬁcation formats
which guarantee that tile bisimilarity is a congruence (for both open and closed terms); (2)
when such formats are not applicable, then we have a way to close the system w.r.t. both
instantiation and contextualization; and (3) such closure can be expressed compactly.
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Appendix. Duality in tile systems and double categories
Monoidal double categories are a natural semantic framework for tile systems, because
the mathematical structures describing conﬁgurations and observations are monoidal cat-
egories themselves (having the same objects) and the tiles form double cells. Moreover,
the three operations for composing tiles (horizontally, vertically and in parallel) reﬂects
the three functorial compositions of double cells in monoidal double categories. Finally,
auxiliary tiles of most tile models correspond to generalized (natural) transformations (see
e.g. [8,10] for details).
In Section 7we have seen tilemodeling applicationswhere the direction of vertical arrows
(observations) must be reversed to make composition possible between the trigger of tiles
for dynamic specialization and the initial conﬁguration; such a composition becomes in fact
the ﬁnal conﬁguration (see the leftmost tile in Fig. 24). Again, monoidal double categories
can provide a conceptual explanation for such a reversing, which is based on ‘duality’
considerations.
Duality is a fundamental notion in category theory: any meaningful construction or con-
cept has its dual, which is often as important as its counterpart. In double categories, several
notions of ‘dual’ are possible, by considering combinations of the opposite categories of con-
ﬁgurations, observations, and tiles (horizontal and vertical). Different dual transformations
can be applied consecutively leading to equivalent ﬁnal results. For example, reversing the
direction of vertical arrows is equivalent to swapping the position of conﬁgurations and ob-
servations in the drawing of tiles. Hence, a tile systemR = (H,Vop, N,R) could be equiva-
lently deﬁned asRr = (V,H, N,Rr), whereRr() = 〈a, t, s, b〉 iffR() = 〈s, aop, bop, t〉.
The order ofH and V inRr makes clear that the computational interpretation of horizontal
and vertical arrows is reversed.
A generic tile  in R, say with initial conﬁguration s ∈ H, ﬁnal conﬁguration t ∈ H,
trigger a ∈ V and effect b ∈ V , should be drawn
· s 

·
·
aop
t
 ·
bop or equivalently
· s 

·
·
a

t
 ·
b

(by duality on observations).
In Rr instead, the swapping the position of the category of observations with that of the
category of conﬁgurations means that the standard drawing of a cell r ∈ Rr is
· a 
t

r
·
s
·
b
 · or equivalently
·  aop
t

r
·
s
· 
bop
·
(by duality).
We observe that in Rr: (1) the computation proceeds from right to left (i.e., from s to t),
and not top-down; (2) the subcomponents of s and t should compose on top; and (3) the
embedding contexts should be composed below. It is immediate that the tile r is the same
as  rotated clockwise by 90◦.
Therefore, we can conclude that contravariant monoidal/term tile systems can be deﬁned
and usedwithout re-designing the underlying categorical models, that are respectively given
by (symmetric) monoidal double categories and cartesian double categories.
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